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It's Official

Giants Plan Tol,Appearance Of "Killer" May
Move To West Mean Freedom For Sheppard
Coast In Fall

Jamboree
Newsletter
by CLEO SYKES

Jet Plane Fires
Nuclear Rocket

On Saturday the Scouts from
By H. L. STEVENSON
ported. the convict had been Four Rivers Coulicil spent the
United Press Staff Correspondent j asked directly:
"Do you think morning sightseeing. Saturday at
12:00 we saw the television Show
DELAND. Fla.. July 19 RR - you killed Marilyn Sheppard?"
The friend reported Wedler Big Top which was being telecast
A blond, buttiv-haired convicre
By MILTON RICHmAN
from the, arena, _Several .ac
cilia! „that _he_killed a Cleveland replied: "Yes."
United Press Sports Writer
oman on the night Marilyn •-•- tierbeff-said in affidavit charg- were iiie-sented by various Scout
ATOMIC TEST SITE, Nev.
NEW YORN, July. 19 11P fighter plane. Its,- impact was
ing Wedler with the crime "would groups. Among thjes.e were the
-A jet fighter plane fired a nu- rated by the AEC
It's official! 'The Giants art- clear- ! Sheppard was slain raised tht .have
to
only as less
be
backed
all
Southern
up
by dicuband by Scouts Clear-armed
ing out of New York and heading, possibility that her husband might Merited informat
rocket today, ex- than 20.000 tons of TNT..
from N. C., S. C. and Ga. and an
ion."
•
for Sale Francisco where the: gain his freedom.
ploding
it so close that it and
At Ground Zero acting as
The future of Dr. Samuel -Herbert also wanted more de- Indian Dance.
two other planes were doused guinea pigs were
Ian in 'open for business nex'.
tails before making -a motion . Professi
Col. Sidney.. Sheppard
.
now
onal
serving
acts
a
included
life
'April.
a with radiation.
for a new trial for Sheppard.
Bruce. Durango, Colo.; Lt. Col. term
high
for
traiseze
the
slaying
act,
Marilyn.
of
lion
actand
Club President Horace StoneHe indicated I h e evidence a 'high dive
As the device was.. launched Frank _Hall, Washington, D. C.;
into a burning tank
ham put it right on the line 111111111MEMINIIIII111
1111110111111111M11111 Mould have to. be "cenvincing." of water. Perhaps the most intert,
somewhe
re between 20,000 and Maj. John Hughes, McKeesport,
during a Polo Grounds' press
•
Pa,'
•
--Oreviseeatitsg act was the Quaker City
setentie
conference- Thursday.. He said
Herbert also wants Wedler's String Band..
The rest . of the ergy Commission's desert test Ridgefield, N.J., and Maj. Donald
this will be the Giants' last
_ PENSACOLA, Fla. (FHTNC) weeks
Luttrell, Dallas Tex
--show__fis Ernest.XOlo-• day was spent visiting and
of specialized training fin year In Ni York.
swap. site five Air Force ofitcers - staad
And
COL
he
cited
MMUS, Ohio .33 -Aias, a merchant seaman. Wiko- ping.
-Navy Reserve Lt. Edward P. the
They were airlifted by heti- •
unprotected on the ground dimedical phases of aviation "a steady decrease in
Goy.
C.
income"
William O'Neill an
Crawford, has his Flight Surgeon medicine
! *Plias was found in Long Beach, Church services were held for rectly' below the blast to prove copter back to AEC headquarters
and familiarization in along with "transportation
flounced
and
today that convictilei
Calif.. after a search by euthori- the different
Wings pinned on by Capt. J. C. single and
demonination.s. The that -eivilian populations-Leonid to make their reports on how
mult-engined aircraft parking problems" as the main
Dr. Samuel 14. Sheppard will
Early, Meditial Corps, USN, at and
.
Protestant services were held in safely survive the ordeal of an ley withstood the blast.
helicopters.
reasons
for
moving.
undergo a he detector test,
Kolofolias. says he hitched_ a the giant
Pensacola. Fla.
When the device was fired at
arena. There was an overhead explosion.
His primary mission will in-'
The only major detail still
Ode with a Man near Cleveland estimated 30,000
Dr. Crawford, son of Dr. and elude
10 a.m. (e.di.)- it appeared very
the selection -and care Of to -be_ ironed out,
.visitors
Three
here
F119
Scorpion
jets
flew
Stoneham said,
*out the time of Mrs. Shep- Sunday,
Mrs. F. E. Crawford of Main aviation
personnel, the study of Is the financial propositi
in .V-formation and the leading brightly from News Nob and the ( on San depended on wether Joseph Wed- pard's death. He said the, driver
Street, Murray, graduated June the
Monday morning members of plane.laonched the rocket. Crew- fireball ,was visible for 15-20
aviator's operational problems Francisco city
officials will offer ler, the conviot, could prove he had a hut finger a,nd blood stains Troop
1121 from the Navy School of and
2 attended the Jimmy members of the jets were doused seconds. The cloud formed into a
continued research in the the Giants.
was the killer.
on his hand.
Aviation Medicine at -Pensacola. field
doughnut shape with a tinge of .
Dean show which was telecast with radiation because
of aviation medicine.
of their
Frisco Mayor Pleased
Wedler, 23, has told Deftnd
Di. Steven Sheppard, Dr. Shep- from the
He has been assigned to AnaBefore entering the service,
main arena at 7:00 proximity to the blast and had pink coloring and a weird 'spray
In Los Angeles. Mayor George authorities he clubbed a _Cleve- yard's brother, has made no
costia Naval Air „Station at Wash- Dr.
dropped eastward.
am. After the show we had to scurry to the ground
Crawford graduated from Christopher
for deof San Francisco. land woman to death about the indication
ington, D. C.
will fly to Deland breakfast and the boys
More than a minute later the
Murray State College and the oboiousl
started centamination.
y pleased by Stoneligm's time Mrs. Sheppard died on July to talk kwith Wedler. Earlier.
Lt. Crawford completed 22- Universi
tours of Valley Forge. The varty If Louisville.
Today's test was the first fir- shock wave was felt. The cloud
statements, said he planned to 4, 1954 in her fashionable Bay he said he would make the trip.
retained its doughnut shape as
ious colored tents and . unique ing of
b nuclear device by a
leave for New York -tonight Villaee home:- •
but cancelledplans alter the he gateways
it climbed ,and the ballerinafrom different parts
where he intends to confer with
If Wedler can convince skepti- detector test was given Wedler of the country
skirt spray began to disintegrate.
are something to
the Giants' president.
cal Cleveland autgorities, who
see.
At five minutes past shot time;
Stoneham said he was going have been deluged with confesA Commission of Kentucky
the doughnut had become a puff
to recommend to the Giants' sions from crackpots and hoaxColonel was presented to Dr
of salmon-tinged .cotton nearly
board of directors that the club ers, that he may have been the
Arthur A. Schuck, Chief Execuout of sight in the sky.
set up shop in San Francisco killer, Sheppard's family could
tive, Boy Scouts of America
The rocket was launched from •
next season "providing we get move technically to free Dr.
by Scout Mayo III of Ashland
one of three F89, Ccorpion jets
a
good
deal
from that city."
Sam by getting him paroled on
WASHINGTON.. July 19 (te!
Ky. The site of the presentation
at an elevation somewhere bebe passed in three or four days
San Francisco officials, it is. good behavior.
Sen. George D Aiken (R-Vt.)
was the avenue of flags at the
tween 20.000 and 30,000 feet
No Deal In gight
known,
are prepared to meet
Wedler's claims, though ridiculwalked out of a meeting of GOP .
Headquarters for the Fourth Naabove.the. 'est site in an air-toDemocratic supporters of the the Giants' terms.
ed by Cleveland police, received
senators today, charging that his bill agreed that no
tional Jamboree, Valley•Forge
air ickperiment. Others like it
compromise
Stoneham said the Giants would some support from a lie detector
party colleagues • were playing agreement is yet in sight.
Park, Penn.
be interested in paying 6 or 7 expert who questioned him alone
The Little League baseball are stockpiled at the nation's •
Scout John Mayo made the
politics in the civil rights battle.
Sen. Hubert Humphrey (D- per cent of the
season closes ton•ght with _a defer' bases.
gate receipts as Thursday.
presentation in behalf of the
Aiken is co-sponsor of ast ilian.) called on President Eisen- the
Tim device was fired so close
VALLEY FORGE, Pa.. July 19
rental fee for a ball pa*
clout.. header at Little 'Park
d
.
...rmendment to eliminate from-the hower or Atty
V. t'se ..
.-.•ets
:
that the crews were
Gen
May So Truth
Fferbert in San Francisco.
- The fourth National Boy Tri - state Area Cooncil, Boy 'hc'latle
.t.e.e.
IFNI! the controversial part three Brownell Jr for a definite statetiodeedletth radiation apd had to
Alex Gregory. the expert, said Scout jamboree ended 'Thursday Scouts of America and all Scouts
TV Not Chief Lure
Yankees
The
lead.
the
Cardiof the Comonwealth of Ky. Scout
giving the federal government ment ,f the administration's posito the grogrid for deem, • _____As for the potential television Wedler "is either telling the night with an impressive candleMayo m making the presentation- nals __by one game -ai.41-4-combipower to enforce civil rights tion un re.ising part three.
ation.
elf••• ceremony .of rededication
revenue M San Francisco, Stone- truth or what he • believes to 11nation of a Yank win or fled
to Dr. Schuck said. "By the Comby court injunction without jury
He urged that "the administra- ham insisted that was
It was the first firing delivery ,
End' loss, will give in. Bombers
ndt the be the truth about the murder to the principles of the Boy monweal
th of Kentucky, A. B.
trial.
tion corn" down ..11! ,f the strato- chief lure for the
of Marilyn Sheppard."
Scout oath.
Giants.
the pennant. The Yanks meet of a nyclear device by a fightet
He told reporters it was evi- sphere and tell US just where
plane and its impact was rated
Sheppard denied throughout the • The big job of moving the Chandler, Governor to all to the Cubs in the second
"Pay or toll TV, or whatever
geme
(Continuo* On Rack .Page)
dent that he was not going lo
(Cont.nued On Back Peet)
you call it, is not the prime. trial that he killed Marilyn. mass of scouts and their equipfollowed by the Card-Reds con- by the AEC as "only less than
be given an opportunity to prenominal." meaning less than 20,.
reason for our wanting to move," testifying that a bushy-hatred ment to their homes across the
test.
sent his case to fellow Republihe said. "True, we are being man committed the crime and nation began in the early hours
The Yanks who are azsured 000 tons of TNT.
can^at the meeting.
A sequence timer controlled
-of the morning and continued
offered more money than we then attacked him.
of a tie, will probably start ace
The closed - door session was
Lt. Gov. Paul Herbert....:Whgt through the day.
get now from our television
pitcher Don Faughn, while the the rocket from the time the
akcalled by Senate GOP Leader
sponsor, but if we get a good was Sheppard's co-defense counThe scouts who came from
Cubs are nominating veteran parent plane left the Indian
William'rt-Knowland tO consider
Springs Air, Force Base 45 miles
Revival .-lervkes at Ledbetter Red Howe to try and spoil
deal in San Francisco, we'll sel, said action would be taken the farthest parts parts of the
the northwes
COT°COM ise proposals.
t of Las Vegas.
take it even without that closed- if Wedler can be more concretely country were allowed to strike Baptist Chuiat will begin on Yank's hopes.
Aiken charred that the only
connected with the slaying of camp and pack ahead
The timer remotely launched
circuit TV."
of the Sunday, July 21 with services
Standing
The
s
thing the GOP leadership would
the weapon and electrooicallg
rest who.embarked on last minu- being held -daily at 11:00 a.m.,
Stoneham said the Giants would Marilyn.
(-second half)
accomplish by its uncompromisWedler willingly submitted to te trips .to Philadelphia for
detonated it after it left
be willing to play in the present
and 7:30 p.m. The evangelist will
a
W
Pct.
I.
GB
ing approach to the civil rights
the lie tests, but declined a _news lour of the men).* historic:shrines. be Bro. Billy Turner
rent lane
Seals' stadium until a new
of -Mayfield.
ka
.2-154)
controversy would be the crealerview.
Douglas Aircralt-Co. deathbed
The big closing show, based
fs, built.
The church and pastor, Ariel Ca rdis
'
5* 5--!..520
tion of a camoaign issue for
Sheriff Rodney B. .Thursby.,,of on the theme of world friend- E. Jones, extends
the rocket as- its-new MBI. Genie.
Robert Hendon of the agriculan invitation Reds
3 5 .370
3 It was firedthe 1958 and 1960 elections.
Volusia County said he has been ship, paid honor to Lord rtabert to all to attend
ture depikrtment at Murray State
at. a theoretical tarthe services.
Cubs
2 8 .250
4 get. ins space.
With part three eliminated, he College Was the
marking time until he receives Baden-Powell who founded
speaker .yesterthe
said, the civil rights bill could day at
from
Clevelan
d
authoriti
es a first troop in England.
AEC officials said the rocket
the regular meeting of
promised list t.f questions indid not -make the characteristic
A tabloid wet presented on
the Murray Rotary Club.
-tended
to
'clear
up discrepancies the huge stage Thursday night
"swish" as it left the plane but
Hendon spoke on "Rural-UrMrs. Tennie Duncan McGee. between Welter's confession and depictin
sounded more like "beilling on
g the first encampment
ban Relationships", and was in- passed
away Thursday, July 18, known facts of the sensation
al of scout under ...rowel seated
a. washtub" as it exploded when
troduced by A. Carmen.
in Alton, Illinois.
slaying.
around a small camp fire. The
leaving the plane.
He told the club that the naSurvivors include her son Ro"I haven't heard a thing: from fire grew into a large blaze
In the first game ef Park tion was spanned recently
in bert McGee of Alton; one broth- them," Thursby said...
--51 think symbolizing the -spread of scoutLeague ,play Monday the Gian9, abotit three and one-half
hours er. J. McGee of ilynn Grove it would be
a good idea if they ing throughout the world. _ The
defeated the Dodgers 6-1. Linn ty a jet plane, the,time
that it route one and two grhndchildren. Would send us some Atte_etior
sa,, tabloid ended with a meisags
Stranak and David Terhume used to take his
grandfather- to
The funeral will be on Sunday, I'm. still hopef<
for keys. -around the world 'recombined to pitch a no-hitter come in to Murray via
horsesaod July 21 at 2:00 p.m. in the Max
corded by Lord Baden-Powell
for the ,Dodgers• but still lost. wagon. This increase
in speed, H Churchill Funeral Home chapel
Withholds Questions '
shortly before his death in 1941.
...Outland and Stalls got the only although not
applicable in exact- with burial in the Sinking.Spning
Gregory, polygraph expert for
The ceremony was climaxed
'hits for the Dodgers. The winning ly the same
detective fiction writer Eile
way, is indicative cemetery.
LONG BEACH. Calif., July 19
when' the 50,000 scouts seated
pitcher was Bobby 'Emerson who just how the
barrier of space
Friends may call at the Max Stanley Gardner's so - called around the
40 -.Miss United States - Leona'
picked up his fourth victory. has been
hill sides of the huge
btoken down between H. Churchill Funeral Horne after "Court of Last Resort," declined
Caste, of Maryland - admitted
amphitheater each lighted a canThe loser was Linn Stranak.
rural and urban areas, he said. 800 a.m. Saturday.
to discuss the queitions he fired dle
today that -she is married and
and recited with Boy Scout
In the .second game the Cubs
A person .living on a rural
at Wedler, who claimed he had oath
the mother of two sons. She was
en .masse.
defeated the Tigers' 14-3. The route
•
today can come into towrt
slain a woman' three years ago
disqualified in the Miss Universe.
Cubs collected seven hits with just
while burglarizing a fashionable
about as quickly as somecontest, and Miss Utah was nareColson and West getting two one
suburban Cleveland home.
living inside the city limits,
1-cte Miss United States.
hits. Jack Wallis pitched a nohe intimated.
Gregory said he - questidried
"I knew the Miss Universe
hitter for the Cubs. tie picked
Wedler
Hendon explained just what a
specifically about the
rules forbade a -married' - girl'
:
Iup his second win. The - loser
heppard
murder for the first
(Continued On Back Pager
from etneriDg the contest, but 1
swaS Mike Raker.
During the first six months of
time at Thursday's _ jout-hour
'(Sought
had
chance,"
I
,
a
•
she
this year; the citizens of Callo- session.
FRANKFORT. July 19 41P1'sobbed. -I took it and lost, Yes,
SON BORN
way County purchased $77,887 in
•
The state Department of Fish
•
Only Gregory and Wedler were
I'm married and I have two chilMr and Mrs_ Hugo Wilson.
Series E and H Savings Bonds, in the room
and
Wildlife
Resource
s
reported
.
where the examinadren."
'208 S 12th Street, are the parents
or 38.7% of .the couty's annual tion
today
that
crappie
fishing
was
took place. One of the lie
f a 7 111 '10 oz. baby boy, born
goal of $201,280. June sales detector
•
operator); friends re- improving greatly at Lake CumFiremen were called this morn- amounted to $11,406.
Monday at Murray Hospital and
berland.
ing at 410 south Sixth, street
named Charles Daniel.
This contributed directly to the
Nice catches of crappie were
where a radio had shorted out. state's cumulative sales of $28,reported at night around the
CALLOWAY FUTURE FARMERS
The radio was smoking when 336.871, or 46.8% of the E and H
Preston Barrett oft the
fallen treetops at the lake. The
firemen arrived 'Little damage, goal of $63,603,040. In June.
Murray Training Future Farmers Chapter works on a
water at Lake Cumberlandowas
small
except to the radio was done_ Kentucky's sales amounted
motor during a session of the ,elctric class at F.F.A. Leadeshi
deg)
._ and warne„end the, level
to
p.
SHERMAN OAKS, Calif., July of the
James A. Parker, Murray, disNo eatingulshers were used. The $3.736,347.
Training Center, Hardinsburg.'With him are the electrica
lake was falling about
l in.- trict manager. has won an all19 ilP - The 65-year old mother .3 of a fo'ot
radio is owned by Mrs. Lilburn
a day.
structors
,
Vigil
Rains
(left),
youth
director,
"Kentuc
of pianist Liberace Thursday
ky Rural • expense trip to the national con-Rayburn. -Good catches of striped and
Electric Cooperative, and William Padon, Kentucky Utilities
night was -beaten -14e, two hooded white
VelltiOn •of Woodmen of_t_hs World
Yesterday evening the fire
bass'were reported in
Company
farm
service adviser. The Miss Is sponsored by 'the
men who eecosteti her in her sections
Life Insurance Society July 22-25
truck was called to Chestnut
of Kentucky. Lake by
Kentucky Inter-Industry Falin Electric Council.
garage. She suffered possible rib cisting
in Hotel -Steller, New York -City.
street where an out of state
the jumps and by fishing
fractures and bruises, police said with
atstomobile had caught fire when
He is one Of 121 Woodnien
minnows in other areas. _
A revival meeting will begin
Future
Farmers
.from Ibbi__Lnd lucky Utilities_Compaqx,, farm
repreientatives, nine of thema sseeiUtr. shorted. Little damage Sunday at the Elm
-TWonderful Luck with catfish, II other Kentuck
• By UNITED PRESS
Grove Bapy
counties re- service adviser.
Mrs. Frances Liberace told po-' stripers
Trb--.Krtifueki, to ..ittiaRry
- for
was done in this cape also ac- tist church
and crappie was reported ceived instruction in
and continue through lice
Southwest Kentucky - Cons
electrical
Instruction covered principles the trip.
one of
cording to Fire Chief Flavil Sunday,
tricked her by 'the anglers trying the
• •
July 28.
waters
Untied partly cloudy, warm and
farm
applicati
ons during t h e of electricity, - fartitetead wiring.
as she tried thell_flee
t
Robertson.
from them, below the dam.
M. T. Robertson will be the
humid with scattered afternoonetbr
hpecial-interest classes at the display of F.F.A.
and before she' fainted she heard
eleetriCtit-fInj.
Bluegill were rated tops at F.F.AssLeadershi
speaker. Song service will be one
.fvenIng thundershowers through
p Training Cen- eels, work with electrile motors
of them say. "Kick per again Dale
Hollow and most of the ter. Hardinsburg,
under the direction of Aubrey so
'Saturday. High today 94, low
July 11 to 12. and construction of heavy-use,
we'll have something to laugh catches •
CORRECTIONwere being made off
,Cook. Services will be held each
tonight 75.
The Kentucky Inter-Industry trouble extensio
about later."
n
units. The
the deep banks at depths rang- Farm' Electric
day at 10:45 arm. and e8:00 .p.m.
Council. composed course was designed to present
She was treated
Suits listed on sale in t h c
\by a private ing from. 15 his 20 feet.
Is cordially-inrited phyticia
If power suppliers, agricultural information,
Temperatures at 5 am. C.D.T.:
n who said she :suffered
beyond that covered Corn-Malin advertisement ye,;Rev. T. A. Thacker, pastor of
Catfish
and
bluegill
attend.
to
were
the
and...
Covingtsin 72, Evansville 75, Pa- the
educational agencies a n d in the regUlar -F.FA.
bruises and contusions on her best
First Baptist Church, Mays$19.50 should have
electric terday
bets at Herrington,\t
bu fete equipment mahufactUrers and dis- classes
.,
ducah 73, Bowling Green 71, ville,
back, pogsible fractured ribs and
back horne and which been listed at the regular price
Ky., will be the guest minbass
were
being
taken.
'
FRE*
PUPPY'
Lexington 71, London 68, Hunttributors, sponsots the electrical the Future
shock. She was place under
Farmer leaderreould of. $29.50. The idvettisement
later at . the Memprial' Baptist i A free Collie
Fishing was slow at Dewey instruction program.
pup from six to sedatives.
ington 67. Hopkinsville "74 and
Instructors use to the „advantage Of their listed the' suits at $22.50.
Church, 6unday, July 21. The- eight months
•
Lake
The
with
bluegill
the
best
old may be obtaincatch. were Virgil Rains, youth director, chapters
Louisville 73.
Officers said there war no A few
and themselves next suits. are $29.30 suits .on sale at
public is cordially invited.
bass were., being caught Kentucky Rural Electric
ed free by-calling 942-W-3.Cooperevidence
year.
of
burglary or. robbery. by rrolling.
$19.50. ExfyjruurL.m.y be
.
4,_
'.
ative, and Willia.
ns Radon, Ken, • obtained
ring the sale
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Aiken Walks Out On Meeting
•Charging,Politics On Issue

_

Little League
Closes With
Double Header

Jamboree
Ends. Scouts
Return Home

•

42Z

Revival To Begin
At Ledbetter Church

Robert Hendon
Is Rotary
Club Speaker

-75e •

Mrs. Tennie McGee
Dies On Thursday

•

Giants And Cubs\
Win In Park Clubs

11.

Beauty Disqualified,
Married, Two Sons

Bond Sales Fall
Short During First
Half Of Year

Stripes, Bass
Biting On Lake

Firemen Called As
Radio Shorts Out

Mother Of Liberace,
Beaten, Kicked
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MURRAY POPULATION 10,100

WEATHER

James Parker
Wins WOW Trip

Elm Grove Baptists
To Hold Revival
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Rev. Thacker Will
Be Guest Speaker
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OUSE REVERSES

WORLD WEEK

ITSELF, VOTES
SOIL BANK AYE

OHO WILL SE 14E51 TO GO
IN THE FED POLITICAL SHOW,
ILILGANIN, VOROSHILOV7

DEAD
IN EUROPE HEAT

CIVIL RIGHTS
'TATTLE PS ON
V4 SENATE

41

PRIMAY

InAtIVIK0V

HIS

JAMES C. WILLIAMS PUBLISHER
By MILTON RiCHMAN
the. all-time National League
OrtAIBINAMENT TALKS
in LONDON CONTINUE
United Press Sports Writer
leadership and it came in the last
We reserve the right to reject any Acivertiseer. Letters to the Editor,
JUST THAT - TALKS
GIRARD
NOT
APPREHENSIVE
Note to those irate Milwaukee of the ninth to tie the score after
die
OvER RULING IN CAN at
w Public Voice items which in our opinion Sr. not for the best
TRIED
St.
Louis
SY
fans
JAPANESE
had
:who
pushed
hanged
Fred
COURT
Haney
across
in
atterest et our readers.
effigy the other day: It's stay.1 seven runs. in the ter) of theC A
-(ALitEPRESENTATibBS: WALLACE WITMER CO., UNA fellas, you can cut him down inning. Duke Snider, who hornered
in
banroe. altmphis. Tenn.; 250 Park Ave.. New York; ae7 N. Michigan now.
the third inning, doubled
•
UNITED
Ave. Chicago; 80 Boiyston St., Some.
...The suddenly steamed e up_ in the '11th and scored the winSTATES
.••••••••..,CHINA
Braves, winners in six of • theirfsiing run on Ed Kaeko's error.
• 1
•
• entered at tie Post Office. Murray. Kentucky. for tranamrssion as last eight games, are a full game Roger Craig was the winner.
t
Secoad Chu* Matter
Gus Bell provided Cincinnati
ahead of the National League
STALINISTS IN SATELLITES
PAKISTAN
miNISTER
OuAKE AS PHIPUSFICHEV AND
ck today so that should' make with enteligh runs' to win. When
SUHRAWARDY VISITS IKE
-•••4 SUBSCRIE13121K-JIATESi By Carder in Murray...one *heels • IOW
viSt1010.1.116.1*So.
•,'ElUSGATRIN
IN OUEST OF ECONOMIC
a-var- vie timer-an -BST:
'hinaky-dory--erith _all
an
85e. In Calloway and adjmissig counties, Per year $50; elmAID. SURPLUS GRAIN, ETC
Miller
in
the
third
Milwaukee
inning.,
burgher
right
Johnlone;
wbere. $5.50.
•!
The-Beasees defeated-the Pith- ny Klippstein. -held- -the - Giants•
lies, 4.2. Thursday night as ieoreless until Bobby • Thomson
SOUTH
FRIDAY - JULY 19, 1957
MMUS SYINAHS
LINER WTI.' .00
catcher Del Rice • drove in three opened the ninth with 3 homer.
144114T 10-140U0
AMERICA
ANDARD
RuNS
INTO
11101en5 SAME
When
Ed
Eressoud
of Milwaukee's runs with a home
followed with
IMF OFF BERMUDA
a
single,
.Raul Sanchez relieved
run and a single. Bob BuhlT went
AUSTRALIA
'..-9ttilia le
•
8 2eth-Mnings to gain Ins 10th Klippstein and gut the final three
040.1n
Ledger & Times File
victory,. with rookie. Don Mc- Mats.
°co ft
•._
_ .
The Pirates won 'heir genieMahon coming in- to strike out
The Hazel Woodmen of the World drill teams will Harry Anderson for the tinal out. tram . the Cubs with a four-run
N. M. INDUSTRY
ming, Colorado and Nebraska.
rally in the ninth. Bill Mazerosleave Saturd•ay night for Camp Light, Ohio, for the Curt- Simmohs was the loser.
She also took that title in 1953,
Brooklyn remainedPe games ki's infield single with the bases
Woodman meeting to be held there next week., Hazel
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M. -AFL_
1954 and 1957.
Camp No. 138 is the only. Calloway TOT to-be repre- off the. pace by .beating St. Louis, loaded scored Dick Greet with
Miss Eberly will be a senior There are 1,091 manufacturing
the winning run. Ernie Banks
sented at the meet. T. C. Collie and Buford Hurt will 10-9, in an 11-inning contest. and
in physical education at the plants in New Mexico,. according
Cineinnati nipped
Chuck Tanner each
the
-•
Serve as-trifle-en: at the-rneet.
University of Wyoming in the to a publication of the State
Giants, -2-1, and Pittsburgh de- side-the-park homers 'for ' thh
Rev. and Mrs. H. A. West announce the marriage of feated Chicago. 6--5.._
•
fall. She laughingly related that Manufacturing Association, This
Cuba. Reliever Luis Arreyo was
when she was a freshman she represents a 22 per cent intheir :daughter, Betty Kathryn, to Glenn Watkins. son
the winning pitcher.
.1,1reYanks Running
•
.
wanted to play on the unit ersity crease over the 893 plants listed
. of Mr. and 'Mrs. Joe-Watkins, on Tuesdayf July 15, at,
Southpaw Billy Haeft. of the
Yankees opened up h fivegolf team.
two years ago The directory
' Corinth., Miss„ •
garbe.- lead in the American.4.ea- Tigers was working os. e 2-0
"A friend suggested to the said 322 of the plants were in the
'*-- • Funeral--services will be held tomorrow afternoon gue. their biggest Marginhhf the lead Whi?n. he ion afoul of a
golf coach that I be. allowed to Albuquerque area.
W L Pct.
at .2:30. o'clock . at the South Pleasant Grove Methodist aeo.e.- with a •3-2. vietory ovele three-een rally • - by• the- Yanks Milwaukee
try out for the team but the
50 37 a75
_
.tiwych for Mrs. Mat_ Phillips: 79,-Who died this morning Detroit. as -Baltimore ralPed for in hid eighth. With two Out St. houis
;'..
coach said he didn't, think .4.he
48 37 563
I
e•-•
five runs us the ninth to lick the Jerry Coleman singled and
at 7-o'clock at her home. near Harris Grove.
boys on the team would go for
Brhoklyn
47
37
key
Mantle Whlked. Yogi Berra
The Murray Rotay Club Met yesterday at noon at the lecond-place White Sox, 6-2.
the idea."
48 38 &b°
then singled for one rue and Philadelphia
-,-Woman's Club House. Presitient-C:---13. RandUrant pre. andtone seat Kansia
Cincinnati
48 39 -5
a4
:2
... before the wedding
2
1.14
Washington blanked Cleve- Hank Bauer doubled for two
A source, who declined to be
New York
Bondurant gave a resume of the district assembly, land. 4-0.
40 46
more. Al Cicotte, the
they had
identified, said Miss Eberle "was
of Pittiburgh •
4 11
32 56 165
8
4a;
-hliatld at Mammoth. Cave recettly: FolloWing his talk, the
Gil Hodges' 12th grand - slam four Yankee pitchers, gained - the.
• a better golfer than soTne .mem.
Ghicago
29
.52
-358
18
club • adjourned. Committees heads met with their re- homer of .hilhhcareer . was toe
"THE
behs of the squad."
•
••
'
-active c-ommittees. following adjournment.
highlight- of- the Dodgers' vihiory.
'Pinch Simile. Wine • By NEWELL SCHINDLER
sir. Hazel brought -its winning streal
One of her professional - ad-to!three as they That blow tied him with Ralph 7 Billy Goodman's' Oinhh tingle
United Press Sports Writer
visers in Cheyenne said she has
'downed Coldwater, 19-11 in the opening' game of a twin Kiner and Rogers Hornsby for with the bases loaded, good for
"wonderful -eapabrhties."
'hen 'runs, was-the -the blew itt Milwaukee 4 Philadelphia 21,..itight * CHEYENNE, Wyoming ttla
•t, ill las/ night.at Murray •Ifigh Styadium. The Murray inBrooklyn 19 St. Louis 9, 11 inns. Twenty-one-year old Shanin,EbBaltimore's ninth.- inniag
hepentients gave the Muray Manufacturing company its
However, as dur-Thhh trifgre.
6
erly of Cheyenne wasn't allowed
against lefty Jack Hershman of Cincinnati 2 New York 1
Miss Eberly plans' to stick to
_ third straight loss as they piled.10 hits to win 10-3.
'Pittsburgh
Chicago
6
5
'
ors
her
university's golf team the
the White Sox. Oriole -relief ace
amateur field and become a
beeause it is restricted he males,
George Zuverink 'gave up one
school trach'er next year:
REGULATION CHANGED
but one who knows said .. hie
hit in the last two innings .after
is • a better goiter . than some
taking over for starter Billy Cr• FRANKFtlftT
- The state
Dell to post his ninth triumph. Chicak, at Brooklyn. 2- twl-nloshf members of the squad."
De' rtme •
homered./or Cago., Milwaukee at New York, night
However, Miss Eberly, overf1j.•s•urces has changed the reguA pair of errors by Kansas 'Cincinnati at Philadelphia, night coming that disappointment, .has
°baited Press
neer
n o•ncernmg uplands game
•
DAYTON, Ohio
pfoceeded the past several years
laososhILL.E. Ks 7 Wally City third-baseman Hector Lopez St. Louis at Pittsburgh. night
& SATURDAY...one preaert es to permit conAIR- CONDITIONED
Burkemo, one of the toughest enabled the Red Sox to. score
managers •.I rradleeeighta J.
to establish an enviable. record
,...
'of domesticated
eleearcleilo
little
two
m
men
and.
in
iinateur
unearned
the
Chieo Veaar c. n- rhailards
-history of match
tournaments around
runs in their vicTomorrow's Games
slits black ducks. _
plaeo -•todey anafyzed. the PGA tory over the As, Tom
o sidered a retu lin ' September
Wyouling.
Brewer
The relfulatl•in se•ts up the
gat championship as the tough- hurled a five-hitter f•ft
match t hay t .thase of Wed- stasen
Sne began playing golf at the
11th
for taking ducks at licens-eat tournament in the world win. Billy !.lartinaitioinered for
nesday's secti•tor eght a: Exage of 14 - "when a friend
ed
eel sheeting prestrvee, only from
Milwaukee at New York
posneet Cents, us ehich
the Athletics' • only run in the Cincinnati'
received a set of clubs.. as a
Oct. 1 oth177ugh March 31. 1958. -any way etni look at ot."
at Pheatlelphia
•n a linsrem ale .4s-cutest
hurke.mo, the blue-eyed blond third inning. Tam Govinati was
gilt - and %anted someone to try
The mallards and blacks. are
St. Louis at Isittsb.uegh
tram Franklin. Mich.. s If° 10 the ioaer:
It evended Gee lens s pan- seeeed.
the
•
o_hitetont
: ct
IA
ten string to 11 str•ighil knew about how tough Things
her first Cheyenne City women's
Pascual Of ths Senators
ed tq Sly only from their hope
can be. Hesdiscovered Mit much. pitched no-hit
L'nranked Veyar. the 4- und- .rid
Lille at the age of 16 and has
until Russ
feedAng station on a hill to
erdog..pr.o coed such une'cps t teaas a -twice"
, wounded infantry Nixon singled in the seventh
taken three more since. Last
' a nearby lake.
la stiff competition in the nosergeant with. the 7th Armored inning and • iithougn the Indiana
year Miss Eberle' became • the
liVhEn the ducks reach maturity,
L Pct. GB
W
tionally-televised 10-rounder that
yutingest 'woman ever to take
They are released -from their Division in Normana and sis collected two more singtee, the New Yerit.
57 28 .671
a three-time finaest in 'this fair- (ban right' handy- had little
theught
the state championship.
34/khe of the 4,500 fens
Chicago
'
theme to pies ide targets for hunt52 33 .612 5
he had won. •
way rat race which opens WedShe has won four 6f . the 'last
eehle registering his 11,h vic- Boston
ers ahem a flyway 63' the lake.
41
46
.529
13
Cleve ul Stanfoicl.
nesday at Miami Valley Country tory. The Senators
five tournaments in which Cotiservitinn officers can 'b...
levelantl-o _41L-41--4412
participated, ineltiara
11111f:calh
irula for 13 hits
ihutl
etthl-1
'
""Piu"' tinguish she tame ducks from C11111.
n
Detroit
42 44 488 154
nably. I out-speeded ,him in
• hyttysieilly, . mentally . Of any knocked rum out w:ta a threes' Baltimore
1956 state championship and the
their v.ild counterparts by minute
41
44
482
111
.
thasikerh round. 114 prove it in 11
'.he set enth.
perforations in the webs of their way you want tu lot* at it, run t•telautst
SiOnsas City 32 53 376 25.- 1956 and 1957 city titles and
hOpes to take her state crown
• -feet. -Tie. perforations are made this is the toughest tournam
Washingtfm
30 59 337 29
next month at Casper. •
at the hatchery while the birds' in the world because you have
GARBAGE
to 'play a scheduled 162 holes
DISPOSAL
Her most recent Win was the
are' deck,.
in uve. nays to tut the jackpot,''
Tri-State tournament at Cheyenne
•
CHATHAM. Ont. tr -- Charlie
be explained.
imolvIng participants from WyoWashington 4 Cleveland
int4a
ts al....rpgre
tayat difernc_, themere Dobson. 76. w,ho lives on the
•
Nee
...York
3
Detroit
2
'
outskirts of this city, just beyond
between
matching of total scores for 72 the garbage collection area, has Baltim••rt• 6 Chicage 2
awes as -molt. tounuommts are a novel method of
gaitge• re- Boaten 3 Kansas City I
:daily
small
alus
fills
He
a
m°valPiax-ed
with his garbage, wraps h atPlaik championship. .
tractively- -and ;places it on . the
Two Different Tendencies
"The greatest difference is that shoulder of the highway in the New York at Cleveland. night
Washington at, Detroit.'night
in match play -there is the need • front. ci( his dwelling.
"I've seen many a car stop, Boston at Chicago. nigiel'
to think •41 every hole and there
the bye and eirsh-eid- Baltimore at Kan- • City. night
is pressure on everh hole," he Ime
the road and .1 haven')
asserted. ''In medal play, the it doe
yet.' - lie •
tendency le if atm _arena- going had a box
Tomorrow's Games
right and you, hear about the chuckled.
69s and 60s the early starters •
Boston at Chicago
..••••
turned in, to lose your incentive
Baltimore at Kanois City
FIGUNSS OUT THE SAME
Washington at Detroit
when you have one or two ba0
holes
HOLLYWOOD - •IP - Rvporters New York at Cleveland
• But in match play," he added. ;,•.kid
forward with interest to
..yee can :lose -one hole With a
meeting Valeria Fabrini. Min
DING DONG SCHOOL :
bag fat six or seven and bounce Italy
of the Miss Universe beautyright back."
contest. After all, it wasn't every •
o .
Burkemo took his first crack girl- ',these
Th. Ziatotskis. In his Parts apartment he said of the indictment:
measurements' had
HOLLYWOOD dri -Actor nodal
PGA
the
1951
-in
- going ,,ne •uf the top favorites
"Thea*se been reading too many stories abent Junior (.Men.'
in the ney Bell said his youngest daughall the. way to the 'finals against'
listed as 98.-56-96. Alter her broke up his,
evening of
Sam Snead at Oakmont.
MORE See c rar selowns are indicated
reporters diacered the frhures -studying scripts
when site tapped
-1 learned then thaf p.m havelwercjin .centiethters; they agreed
with fridictrnent of George Elate,.
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" faithI all the "''Y in ever
"the fevised set - 18Ls-23-3/Pa summer school *report
ski. 47, and vole Jane, 45. both et
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.
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.
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batten"), who risked his life'on 215
-knocked in an 60-foot ;Ain and
linoleum top Itt Petty, green or
oceilaions by meetings with ring •
I was so 'down' he beat me
laspe. Chet these outstanding
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7 and 6."
features'
'- • orearnea too In Me Elatevski once
Reveres Accesuit
•
'was an (A!..1- man. Pong was set op
Two years later. Walloriquared
- ...by Lavrero Beria,"- reedited Soviet
accounts with the Mies as he
1•
police chief.
4(Leternaftnnal)
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ploy-.
and the next year he
uneven floor
his match play qualities again
Ample vertical filing space
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finals for tge IecOnd. year in a
row before losing to Chick Nat bOrt with the title lea the line.
"I like medal play tournament better," Burkemp says. which is
-- surprise considering his match '
t ink they are 'a 4
y racier
more fait test' because everybody
gets to go the same distance
and; mere. or les.. under the
seme*--hereorneteneese- Thep. a WOI
frl 38 years old and. at the end
of a .week 'it this
. stuff I'm b0shhdt
• But when their go at it Wedneedier, the little man will be
`field. A'hrasaie bulldog, hes has .
shewn them tin, 'many times..
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And Times Contest

FISHING REPORT

Water: 78 degrees and clear.
Hopkinsville. Ky.: Charles Gee
"No morq-azaeks about the
--Remarks: The best fishing in and party, limit, striped bass, 144
fishing of the fair sex,. boyir'
our history continues day and lbs., willow flies. William, CharBecause you might have to ansnight almost uninterrupted. As les and Peter Dade, B. D. Orgain,
wer to Mildred Cody, a St. Louis
by JIM DUMAS
the shad minnow is now reaching 00, stripes, ,
oto 2 lbs.. Dare Devil..
woman who crowded the contest
the proper size, more and more Dr. James Dade, Peter Dade/
with an 8 lb. 2 oz. largemouth
Striper jumps • are being report- Cbgrles Dade and B. D. Orgain,
-Three cheers for the fisher pass this week.
ed. These jumps will bring a 6 Vass, 2 lbs., 49 stripes, 1 14 PDS,
huge
The
lunker,
caught
in
landing
two
the
of
women-for
much-bigger day time take. May Dare Devil and Hula Popper.
bass
est -haw as we come Eugerk Larry and party, 31 strip-•-oCATCITES?"413"6"1"
ped by twox(1""
aincea
s tbass
"cnWi
'
r'
caught into the . jump season, that the
son.
ed bass, up to 11
/
2 lbs., wiAlow
Ruh_
Miller
4.n.._fienry_County
!hY
fishes oath who is fortunate enough flies and - shad minnows. Mt.' and
three weeks ago. Mrs. Cody's to-be ,present when a jump oc- Mrs. John W. Flodge . and Beigene
In the past two weeks large- bass is the largestain the history
curs, -should not stop casting Fuller, 41 striped bass, /up to
mouths have been submitted. tip- olethe Ledger & Times contest.
when the jump stops. Simply 2 lbs., willow. flies. Dr. Charles
ping the scales at 8 lb. 2 oz., 6
The St. Louis fishing lady let your bait settle deeper (put Yancey. 50 bream, white spider;
lb. 13 oz., and 4112 Is. Previously weighed her catch at Irvin Cobb's
on weight if needed). After the 15 stripes, baby pants M jumps. •
a pair of 4 pounders were turned Resort and submittecre picture
Stripers devour a school of shad, Mr. and Mrs. JaCk Rutland and
in -.all by the fair sex.
which will give her a total of the jump stops, but the Stripes Mr. and Mrs. Nelson
Bennett,
45 points. Anna MacCresswell, do. not leave until disturbed - limit each, stripes, medium, wilHowever, the St. Louis ladies also. 01-St7 Louis, sent a picture they jilst settle down, therefore, low flies. Mr. and Mrs. Calvin
have the nod over the county showing her great 6 lb. 13 oz. go deeper, and keep working on Moran, 25 striped pass, up to
1 1/4 lbs.,.. wilow fliet. Harold
beauties. Just this week, Mildred. lunker July 1st, but fell to sec- them.
Shad and Night Fishing: Proper Paul and Edgar Soaps. 26 striped
Cody caught perhaps the largest' ond in the largemouth class.
Donna • Tolley made no addi- size shad are also of the best bass, up to 2 lbs.., shad minnows.
bass ever taken_ fr‘m the waters
TiOnar enfriel to' the - Class B baits for pight use and certainly'
Paul Gilliam
in this area.
division but ,continues to pack cheap enough, for you dip them
the most overall points with 65. from the water in which you
It was Weighed by Al Blum
Charles Tolley paces the Class are* fishing. All it takes is a
at Irvin cobb's Resort and chalk- A men's division with 70 points fine rnesh`Niip net, One of the
ed .up the astounding figure of as no changes Were. 'recorded
main parts played by the gas
8 lb. 2 oz. A Bomber LURE was over the week. He holds the first lantern is to attract bait, whether
employed.
place lead in the catfish class, flies or shad. Unlike in the case
secdnd in striped bass and second of flies, shad at times will leave
Mrs. Cody replaced another in largemouth bass. Miller trails the light, when this happens it
4„St. Louisan, Anna McCresswell with 45 points, his eight pound is suggested that you start your -LOMINSTER, Mass - 11P) as leader of the largemouth class. bass producing the bulk of the motor to rough up the water The--din of traffic in the busiAnna npw olds second with her
for a couple of minutes.
your ness district will have to comtotal.
•
pete against classical music.
if lb. 13I oz. CATCH.
D6n Malvin holds a 5 04: shad will come right back, they
--- -- The Public Library plans an
martin oveYoung Sherrill Mas- like rough water.
experimental program 'of' broad,A fine assortment of bass came sey
the Class C juniors diviIndividual Catches
casting such music throughout
ovet from Pleasant View_ Resort sion. Both have one first place
St. Louis, Mo.: N. R. Long,.
where Wayne Liss, -SpringVIlle, entry, but Maupin.has his in 30. stripes, bait - 66 spinner. • loudspeakers outsidi the building.
;•. really oconnected. His struirils the largemouth bass class while
Troy, Ill.: Donald D. Huston,
The records to be played will
pictuied in today's section. 'Don't the latter turned* in a cat.
22 stripes, 5 1.m., top 2 lbs.,
be selected from -the-- library's
forget to call on -Mr. and Mrs.
spoonplug.
Class A Men's
collection. Library trustees said
Mears at Pleasant View, they
Nashville, Tenn.: A. G. Masters,
Large or smallmouth bails fenders, cuts-4not05's and passes proaches and alert all hands
One of the 'mose enjoyable -gracefully.
ate fine people and they know first place (35); Miller 8 lb. 25 fish, stripes and 1.m., 1 lbs., they hoped the broadcasts would
features of outboarding lies in
(1) Cruiser (right) is anchored stern line to crewmen, aboard to be prepared' to take lines as
stimulate increased borrowing of
where the big Ones stay.
Second place (20); Tolley, 8 lb. spoonplug.
, its social aspects. Increasingly, in fully-protected cove, away anchored ,cruiser. Boats make they are passed from one boat
the records,
next.
Louisville,
Ky.:
Bob
Herring
tb
the
I
oz.
'bait-first
Crappie
on
live
aft.
and
traffic.
Fenders
fast
fore
skippers are learning that it's from channel and
,Stubblefleld's Grocery, Canrafted
toe
securely'
Boats
and
Ronny
Henderson,
30
stripes,
(4)
slow
place
(35);
Gus-.
Gamble,
21
4
lb.
makes
outboard
Third
,(3)
gun to raft two or more boats are strung alongside as visiting
BACKFIRE
cosh', weighed in a 1 lb. 11 oz. Second place (20); no entry. A.B.U. Conrad Smith and Billy
together and share the company craft makes slow approach and approach and passes boy( line to gether offer opportunity to visit
cat for Mrs. Raymond Hamlirl,
aspects
enjoy
social
and
stripes,
avg.
1
and
-2
lbs,
will
Smith,
30
at
boats
Crappie on Artificial bait - no
-of fellow boatmen. Here, in a passes bow line to crewman on anchored cruiser as both
SYRACUSE, N. Y. -EN-- City
/IT S. 12th, Which puts her in entries. Bluegill - no entries. willow flies..
•• series of photos, is a step-by-step forward deck.
string fenders. Skippers should Of outboaid boating.
Engineer Regis _ C. McNairlara
eat fich. class
_the_
.second-placis-in
and
Mrs.
Evansville,
Ind.:Mr.
first place (30); Tola ash
--jarocedure for coming alongside
exercise .cautkin making apcalled police, when another vehicle
with 15 pointi.
ley, 3 lb. .Second place-no en- Arthur L. Stich, 45 striped .bass,
struck his parked car. Ofekers
Mr.
.to
2
lbs.,
willow
flies.
tries. Striped Bass - firat place
. those fish dinners
1
2, investigated, handed McNamara
(35); Ray, 2 lb. 7 oz. Second Nesbit, limit, stripes, 14 to 1 /
ness at the bicycle Shop had ois River in early - January 1955
a ticket for Illegal parking.
with
hush
puppies
at
9ue
and
companion
a
and
Graefen
place - Tolley. IN lb. Photo- lbs., willow fly. Mr. Conrad
slowed down to a walk -and time and
Charlie are about as fresh as
lay heavy on his hands, Cropp picked ' their way through ice
graphs - Beshear, 20; Cleveng- Smith and son, 28 striped bass,
Caws on the Illinois and. Miss- you -.find them except taking er, 10; Davenport, PO.; Miller, 10. up t 144, willow flies, minnows.
decided to go.
- hook. Frankly,
Fairfield, Ill.: C. E. Lauders
His boat was powered by a issippi unta4 they reached Alton, them from *he
Class II Women's
they must have the skillet wait...before the wedding
'-eiera+l---L-eedw---Donna Tol- and Don Ingram, 60 striped -bass,
25 horsepower_ _Mtbsta_a _MOW-_Ill- the site of a large gam wherg
,the
second they leave a hoe& ley, 65.
He'd rigged a piece of canvas the craft became 'wedged .in ing
Largt• or smallmouth medium, willow,. flies.
they 12441
But
don't take my word, go see
-Russellville, Ky.:" Jack Mcover the cockpit as protection large cakes of ice which made
bass - first place .(35); Mrs.
••
fdr J- raurselt.
Once in awhile a man gate a P a small outboard cabin cruiser from the hot sun. A sleeping bag the lock impaiable.
•
"THE
Cody, 8 lb. 2 oz. Second place Elwain, 70 bream and stripes, up
yen to say to heck with it all which he piloted down the Miss- was tucked away neatly under
Graefen was forced to beach
(20); Miss MacCresswell, 6 lb. to 2 lbs., willow flies.
BACKELOR PARTY"
This we know. Enix Sporting
and teirti..xiff on the water in issippi. and back across the Gulf the bow deck along with a box his craft and almost lost his
Bowling Green, Ky.: Gene and
13 oz. Crappie - no entries.
Osearch of adventure.
circumnavigating the eastern part of food, a water jug and a small life - because of it. He hitched a Goods, Murray Ice & Coal, and Bluegill - no entries.
Earl Phelps, 70 fish, stripes and
CatfishIf you suspect you're that type to his Florida home completely bat for clothes. The remaining
Stubblefield's , at New Concord,
ride back to town -from the
first place (30); Mrs. Tolley, 5 cat, P,2 lbs., wilow flies and cut
too, don't, feel guilty. Your feel- of the U. S.
storage space was devoted to river's -edge. The driver of the have a _fresh stock of the same lb. 7 oz. Second place (15); Mrs. bait. .
ings are shared by many, acThe amazing part of this story gasoline.
-baits_ and LIMES that has been
Sinking Fork, Ky.: Douglas
paymond Hamlin, 1 lb. 11 oz.
l.ear miscalculated t curve,- broke
cording to your editor, who pines Is. UuiUThe captain had discover-the- CATCHES.
-Mosley, Cleve Vier, Pete Joiner,
Cropp began his treck north- through a guard rail and plunged
Stripe Bass - first place (35);
on some of the stories from the ed and began his new exciting ward via the Inland Waterway.
81 stripes, up to 2 lbs., willow
Mrs. Tolley. 2/
1
4 lb. Second place
into the icy river. Graefen sucfiles of a nationally known out- way of life at the age of 70.
But instead of following the great cessfully opened a car door and .WHEN you, find the bass, - no entries. Photographs-Miss flies.
board
motor
they'll usually be schooled up manfg,s.
In the summer of 1955 a lakes to -go west, he navigated a
News
MacCresswell. 10;' Mrs. Cody, 10.
driver to
bureau.
phone rang in the Johnson Mo- system of rivers and channels he pulled himself and the
check where you 'caught the fish
.
Class C Junior's
Take Capt. Harvey Hecker, for tors Public Relations Department had worked out carefully stffdy- the- surface. and try to stay there or keep
Overall Leader - Don' MauForced to abandon the trip be- drifting over the spot.
instance. A retired Army engi- office in Waukegan, Ill., which ing maps of Canada which took
pin. 35. Large or smallmouth
neer, he grew bored with life in is located on the southwest, shore him to Georgian Bay. Thus he cause of the ice and lack of
bass - first place, Maupin, 2 lb:
lithe Sandusky, Ohio, Old Soldiers of Lake Michigan near Chicago. saved time by skirting Lakes funds .he returned to Harvey.
NEVER
drop
an
anchoi,
But the following year found though, or you'll spook the fish; Catfish - 1301; Shirrell Massey,
Home and decided Eb go to.FlbriErie and Ontario.
on Concord Highway
him back at Alton. more deter,- anyway its no time to play an- Pis lb. Only Entries.
da. Unbeknown to anyone but a
"This is the boat house," the
By the time he arrived home,
SCOTT•ATWATER MOTORS
few friends, Hecker acquired an caller° said. "We've got a guy after running the length of the mined than ever to reach New chest ,pool.
BOATS - MINNOWS - FISHING
open 15-foot boat and a 10 down here who just came from Illinois, the Mississippi and the Orleans. And this time he got
his houseboat through the ice
horsepower outboard nidtor and Florida."
TACKLE - SOUVENIRS • GAS
FISHING is for everybody. If
Gulf east from New Orleans,
set of down the Ohio River for
"What's so unusual about that? Cropp had completely circum- successfully. •
grown men- and women can ;lay
OIL - FISHING LICENSE
Graefen reached the Mardi ring-around-the-roses and dropthe Mississippi, the Gulf of Flori- Lots of people ,coMe from Flori- navigated the eastern half of the
ARCHERY EQUIPMENT
Gras in time and returned -to thrhandke'i,,l,jef on she C LILLAE
da By the time he got there the da."
'
U. S. alone in an open 15-foot
LIBERAL TRADE-1146 ON
story of his undertaking had
But ths guy came in a 15- boat in just a little less than Chicago in the houseboat with- at Murray State, then certainly
Bomber baits, Which have lured
BOATS and MOTORS
out mishap. He traveled a dis- young and old alike' can have :fishermen . to big catches in
been told across the nation and foot boat-and he says he's go- two-months time.
Hecker was a national celebrity. ing back the same way."
tance . of 2,964) miles on water tun practicing t..dres to Catches. Kentucky Lake all summer prou The captain stayed in -Florida a
during the winter in a homeThe skipper of that small,
duced an eight pound two ounce
.The Mississippi's promise of adfew months, but the new way of open craft,- was a 62-year-old
John Brickly, Louisville.saught largemouth
bass for Mildred
which Mark Twain so Mao. houseboat.
venture,
life he had discovered was Much bicycle shop operator from West
a dozen bass with topwaters near Cody, 2500 West Dodier, St.
accurately described, will tempt
more exciting than a small town Palm
Beach
named
Warren
the bridge last week.
Louis, Mo., on July 12.
men as long as the river flows.'
One of the most publicized
in Florada„ So he set off in the Copp.
This was the largest bass -ever
But sometimes that caprecious long- distance trips made by
same boat again, this timeup
Cropp 'had toyed with the
Stripers are surfacing all over submitted to the Ledger & Times
the Inland Waterway to New idea of making such a trip for stream throws a stumbling block outboard occured in the summer the Paris area, with big
pools fishing contest -and the largest
GOLD FISH - SHINERS
of 1955 when three families from
York. and from there across the,'many years, but never considered 'In -adventure's way.
cutting' up shad. .Cecil Snow caught in the lake by a woman.
Fred
happened
'to
That's
what
Soft DRINKS - TACKLE
Cincinnati.
Great Lakes to Chicago.
Ohio,
decided to "take continues ta hawk the six
it seriously. But one day early
Mrs.
Coda?
caught
the
fish
in
poundIn the Windy City Hecker got in the sumer of 1955, when busi- Graefen, a building contractor a twoeweek cruising vacation ers
ICE CHESTS
Blood River and weighed it at
(Large).
from Harvey, Ill., a small com- to New Orleans via the Ohio and
Irvin Cobb's Resort. .
munity southwest of Chicago, Mississippi_ Rivers
Guide Johnny Gibson, fishing
when he decided to go to New
The trip was planned well in with Mr.
and) Mt's.. Berry of there is anything to destroy.
BOTH
CRUSHED
the
Mardi
Gras
in
Orleans. for
advance. The oouples set out Caruthcrsville.- Mo..
brought 50
a homemarte houseboat.
in 3 boats. They stopped daily stripers by
and BLOCK ICE
FISHERMAN'S CHOICE FOR
Jim Dick's Woodlawn
Smoking can cause cancer in
Graefen constructed his boat at, towns along the route for
Motel.
COMPLETE EQUIPMENT
Mother
Nature
if
your
smoke
in the back yard using oil drums, fresh meat, water and' ice And
turns into fire. Carelessness with
wood planking and sheet steel. camped on islands and peninsulas
Rods - Reels - Poles ,Minnows
Summer is the safest season fire puts America in the red.
it
was
probably
the,
most
ungainin
the
evening.
Except for a relative to forest fires, but the Let's
Bait - Gas - Oil - Groceries keep .this country green.
ly looking and 1,eavy craft intend- storm on the Ohio at the be- terrible
Lunch Meat - Ice - Fishing Lic,experiences of this spring
•
ed to be powered. by an out- ginning of the trip - which ovet
ense - Soft Drinks
the country should em- - The Fishing Contest' ends Auboard motor ever constructed.
turned out to be a memorable phasize the ever:-present
dangers. gust 12th, better get- those fish
The boat w'as put inhjlllin- adventure Fire khows' no boundaries whet* LURES flying.
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BAIT, TACKLE and SWIMMING ON PREMISES
Dribnkipg Water Is
Tested by Health Dept.
— Write For Free Literature
PHONE PARIS 1022-J
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MAKE OUR LIVING!

Cruise Charts — And
How TO Get There
Just like the driver on the
highway, the boatman On the
waterway needs "road maps." To
the recreational boating enthusiast however, the word is "chart."
Many of the major petroleum
companies
ptiblish
generalized
cruising guides and charts which
are available pn writing. Following are sources where cruising
charts are obtainable for a nominal charge:
Charts- of coastal waters and
adjoining navigable rivers, EWA rent tables and -tidal current
charts: issued . by the U. S. Coast
& Geodetic Survey, Washington
-25, D. C.
Charts of Major inland rivers:
prepared and issued by various
district offices of the Cbrps, of
Engineers, U. S. Army.
Charts • of Great Lakes, Lake
Champlain, New York state
canals: issued by the U. S. Lake
Survey, .630 .Federtil - Building,
Detrdit 26, Mich.
f
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water, lot /9 feet front, 144 feet
deep, priced $2500.
1 ACRE of land, 3 room house
just off city limits, priced $2700.
Several good buys- on farm,
houses and lots. W. ki....Bralain
Real F-state. „afire 6. • • •
-residence, 148.
J22C

FOR SALE

all.

BEDROOM HOUSE almost new
with living room, dining room
nea, kitchen. bath. and utility.
Hai wood floors, e1eetric7h
ek1,
screen porch, garage, lot. SO- footir,rit, 180 feet deep, located near/ MOVING OUT- of town; must
Owner leaving town, can sell oak chest of drawers, davenbe bought worth -the money.
bed, liefrigerator,
port, single
-NICE; 4 ROOM house, running lawn Mower, day bed, and T.V.
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aerial, large work bench. R. J.
Baird, Waldrop Drive
Phone
1830-W.
J19P
b3 MINUTES of top-flight, big
screen entertainment at "THE
HACRELOR PART"'-SCindayMonday At the Murrayive In
Theatre. 1st Run Murray? .119C
FRIGIDAIRE Refrigerator a n d
Maytag washing machine, practically new. Phone 259-W1 or
see Norval Short, Murray Rt. 2.
.119C

Is

WANTED

LOOK! 10 Aluminum storm windows, one door, $199 installed.
We also have the triple track
window. Home Comfort Cu., 18th
A5C
at Main. Phone 1303.
Aluminum
LOOK! CHILDERS
awnings. Free installation for
July. Any size. Home Comfort
Co., 18th at Main. Phone 1303.
A5C
•
PIANOS. New and used. Large
stock. Seiourn W hit e, 403
Chestnut St., Murray, Ky.
JulY29P

geo

milk!

•

W CONCOP jpeM1,-47:
DUSK - TWO SPf0W8 N
6:45 - STAAST

optist.
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TOP THRILLERS .
9
- Both In Color JOHN PAYNE MARY MURPHY

The story of the West's
most desperate gamble

in

•••

S

0LO*
.
TEC...6466

inikFt IN
E cousr

T

AGAR.Van DOREN.BOONE

V.

. LOR
- 1;7€CHRICO
' ;twit

•

FIRST RUN
MURRAY

SUNDAY
MONDAY

LEDGER & TIMES
Office

Supply

The Night Of
The Bachelor Party...

Dept.

Murray, Ky.

The story of five ordinary men on
a stag dinner that exploded into
an angry, drunken, hilarious binge.

Lost & Found

SINGER Sewing Machine repreIDA GROVE, Iowa If- CHar
sentative in Murray. For sales, old Hughes, 35, Ida Grove, has
Mr.
contlict
a running start in his campaign
service and repteii,
for a seat on the Iowa Commerce
Commission,- -14-atilaes"- filed nomination papers for the Democratic
primary Monday. The election
isn't until next June.

.

11.

DRIVE-IN rheatte
etre edm,r

""itl-circ"4 Ruiinn

NEVER CAN THERE BE a substitute for a monument, a lasting MODERN UNfurnished
house by
tribute to your loved ones. See Aug. 1st. Phone 2258.
J19P
our display. Calloway Monument
Company. West Main Street, near
OFF AND RUNNING
college. Vester Orr, Owner. A5C

iYWAYNE D.(KHMER

•

AfliiiPR A

If you're a woman one of these five
is your husband, your boyfriend,
your lover-if you're a man
one of these five men is you?

NOTICE -

THE AGA KHAN (shovel. spiritual leader of 10 000,000 Ismaili Moslems and one of the
world's richest rren, is dead
In Geneva, Switzerland, at 82.
He was -father of Aly Khan,
playboy prince once wed to
Rita Hayworth. (international)

-

J. tEE RANKIN, U. S. Pencitor
general, who had charge of the
government's side of the Girard case before the U. S. „Supreme Court, is interviewed
after the decision. The court
ruled that William S. Girard,
the Streator, Ill.. GI accused of
killing a Japanese woman in
Japan, can be trled by a Japanese court. (International)
C NI/MORN

eateur BErty
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By K. G. THALER
United Press Staff Correspondent
A. M. Dugan, N. 18th Ext. Phone
LONDON Of -The Red Army's
2250-J.
TFC fast rising 'influence over Russia's new leadership aptears to
SEWING MACHINE Service and be largely responsible for the
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The switch has become increalingly apparent in the attitude at the five power disarmament stibcommittee. in London of
chief Soviet representative Valerian Zorin, conference participants said.
...Since the Moscow coup, Zorin
- until then patient, cooperative
to display under.1
anxious
a
has changed h i s
standing
I a ctics.
A note of impatience and stiffness has crept into his speeches.
Moreover, they were said lately
to have reflected absence of
readiness at the moment to make
concessions to the West.
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rs. Johnic SimMary E. Bucy
th Mr. and Mrs.

ntucky Belle

day, minimum .1 17 words ter

water, -lot 79 feet frehit, 1.114 feet
deep, priced $2500.
1 ACRE of land, 3 room house
just off city limits, priced $2700.
HOUSE
almoit. nes%
3 BEDROOM
Several good buys on farms,
mill Living room, dining room
houses and lots. W. H. Brown
isevisitxtusa, halts and utility.
Real Estate, office phone- 2042,
Ilarnwood floors, electric heat,
residence, 146.
J2eic
86. foot
screen porch, garage,•
front-, 180 feet deep, located near MOVING OUT of town; must
school. Owner leaving town, can sell oak chest of drawers, davenbe bought worth the money. .
port, single bed, refrigerator,
NICE 4 ROOM house, running lawn mower, day bed, and T.V.

3

•

ACROSS

aerial, large work bench. R. J. A. M. Dugan, N. 16th Ext. Phone
Baird, Waldrop Drive
Phone 2250-J. '
TFC
1830-W.
J19P
SEWING MACHINE Service and
b3 MINUTES of top-flight, big repair. Leon Hall. One mile on
screen entertainment at "THE Lynn Grove Mwy. Phone 934-XJ.
s
BACHELOR 4PA1TY"---Serititlay screaldswie
327C
Monday at the Murray Drive In
Theatre, It Run Mt_trray!p J19C

Service

20-smali mass
(slang)

By

23-Mplifters
29.-Rate
2.7-Uncultivisted
regions
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conjunction
29-Colleetion of
facts
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LOOK! CHILDERS Aluminum
awnings. Free installation for
July. Any size. Home Comfort
Co., 181.11- at Main. Phone 1303.
A5C
•

LEDGER &
Office

I
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•
ney

nave pireked
gnne melte hdiirs
still there when

serial

the store an.
ago, ottt he wu.;

reached town.
prisit that ne was anxious to
make any kind of sale and get
out of the valley. I stomped
wiow from my boots before I went
In.

Si

-no had scesaled

IIET3he

the words of

A simple

agreement stating that
IIF woold buy his store and house
for 13,000. possession to De given

am! payment to be made within
ten days, I signed it and handed
it hack.
"Got another copy, Will, be
mid. "One for both of us."
I signed it. too, and folded It
and slipped It into my pocket,
thinking gloomily that I had been
a fool, that after the beating
).lathers had taken he would leave
0ie valley, leaving me with a
4
'Wore on my hands.
At the sound of a shot I
alerted. For a moment I waan't
sure where it came from, bitt Delaney seemed to know. Be said
smugly: "I hope they plug each
Other."
I grabbed his fat shoulder and

A
drinks lots

: milk!

CHICAt.0 911 - The luck of
twenty rabbit's feet worked for
a group of babies Monday. Five
baby rajbbits, washed from their
flooded hutch over the week
end, were picked up and revived
by Mrs. George Lester, who
tigrsed them with a doll's baby
bottle.

front rOom. where. sitting'that the last ttree I ha! !•--1
Mauls Kathy. i ts._;:.a.to 1 nao sem,_.1 site was sv.i. uot
...pz her tace, all the V•••111: trying 1 haiin i real.zeJ how einii:nt her
ii..,. ti
to figure out, what had nit Dill- hatred for Saran was. hos,
Ingham. He was a nutty who she had changed in the year since
probably got pleasure out of sheer 1Joe sea., killed.
destrucusin. Out why at Kathy's? t I rose. Whatever teernoathe rd
She came out of st within • a'had for her in the past v..as gone.
'She'd leave the valley. I'd see to
minute or so.
"Did he hit you with a gun it that she did.
She went on. "Gene hunted
barrel?" I asked her.
"Yea I tried to kill him but !IUD he found the money. That's
missed. Before I could shoot ,when I tried to kill turn. We fig-.
ago. I
again, he cracked me. T.•:at's all ,ured It out a long time.
I remember." bile ticket, tie: tips 1 was gorzia boy the Box P and he,
and
me.
for
and felt her beast. •:(Ist -we a was gonna ran :t
like
drink, Wilt. Tbczo's ill tette lit peopled kr.* on to os lust
the pantry If he di..lti't take it";they esed to !milt tat to Joe and
I Vim, H. ant a cl g t!,:aithat tiiizg :4, re -rra.-1 .itut Gene
net
vaunt te1;.'..r.. %act basic into Lite wOuldri't esi.t. Nsse tiedt kill
tenet r4col, a.1,1 pr...ord r., r a and he'll go way with my money -.

I Fiat
there Oahu* 4t her, Waking

41

The Night Of
The Bachelor Party ,.
The story of five ordinary men on
a stag dinner that exploded into
an angry, drunken, hilarious binge.
•

J. LEE RANKIN, U. S. solicitor
general, who had charge of the
government's side of the Girard case before the U. S. Supreme Court. Is interviewed
after the decision. The court
ruled that William S. Girard,
the Streator. DI., GI accused of
killing a Japanese woman in
Japan, can be tried by a Japanese cssurt. (International)
_ --
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Watch for our official opening next
Friday and Saturday

SHOE STORE
FAMILY Two
Doors from Varsity Theatre

Bugs Bunny CARTOON

510 Main Street

by Ernie Bushmiller

NANCY
e

MAY I

MAY I SAIL
IT IN THE
•--\CRESPC ?

SAIL

/9L1S/

.'.,y'd

IT IN THE
BATHTUB?
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by Raebuna Van Buren

FA i LWE LL FATCHANCE COULD
BEEN ELECTED
PRESIDENT LAST TIME IF IT WEREN'T FOR HIS
DEVOTION TO HIS
DAUGHTER -

1, RAVE
'

.•

-FAILWELL SWITCHED,CAMPAIGNED
FOR HIS OPPONENTAND WENT

SHE SUDDENLY TOOK A
CHILDISH FANCY TO 1-1-4E
OTHER CANDIDATE!!
RATHER THAN HURT
HER FEELINGS ---

DCWN TO CRASHING
HIF4SELF.f.f

PCI4

she'd talked, holding
that billinghrun would have more
time.
Something inside kept telling
ma to:rfde, ride . . -All I knew
was that it was cold and that it
a
was an effort to stay in the saddle.
My horse stopped. Instinct
made ttte dismount.: _1- knew I
eould net stand there motionless,
so I began stirring around and
waving my arms, and a moment
later I stumbled into the corral
gate.

t• Mos 1 0 Pet Of -Al
••••••••
teININ4 Ne.4.seg....,
C•10

•

by Al Capp
C.

•

•
,

carted out of granite, did the
only thing I entild-" Continue

%%VI Beeson's story tomorrow.

ju•y-K.

ABBIE ale SLATS

•

yes

wa-t.
•

_

If you're a WM=one of these five
is your husband. your boyfriend.
your lover-if you're a man
one of these five men is you!

. .
••

FIRST RUN
MURRAY

SUNDAY-.
MONDAY -

•

-.as*

•

AGAR'Van

•

•

JOHN PAYNE MARY MURPHY in

TECHNICOLOR

t•

4
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"Where's Dillingham? Did he go
to the Box P?"
"Sure he went to the Box P

I'd live t4 there in. the house.
'Dillingham stood as motioftwhere Joe lived and I'd -lord -it
leoot as if he and the gum were
over the valley pint like they used
to when Joe was allve."
She shut her eyes again:

THRILLERS
- Both In Color -

The story of the West's
most desperate gamble

The bunkhouse windows were
dark, and when I opened the door
the room seemed an cold as the
driving snow outside.
I went on toward the home,
guided by a faint show of light
turned toward the kitchen door, me to go with him, but I wouldn't.
here and bust that %Tall hardly anything at air
I became aware of the shambles I was going to stay
I'd have hired when I first saw it, so hard was
the house had become. Dilling- your widow friend.
it snowing. But it was enough.
ham had taken -iiii- ax and sonic gunslingers Co do the jobaware of what
emashed holes, in the floor -MO not plow posher!, hue Becore and and I yra.• fully
We aimed to lay ahead. I most kill Gene Dillthe wall. rhairs to ere +Mended, Troy and Runyan.
or he would kill me.'The
drawers jerked out and emptie:ti,get you, Will, you and Thurston Ingham
Was over, and yet, knowThe upholstery on the back of and the King kid. Run off her waiting
made a stupid nos-41se couch had been tipped by a cattle. Whittle her dowp till, ing that. I
exshe'd be glad to sell. I was go- take for which there was no
'imife.
I found a dishcloth In the trig to buy the Box P, and then

kitchen and wet it at the pump.
The Lame thing • had happened
there. Even the pantry had been
suppliers and broken
.emptied:,
dishes were scattered nil over
- the kitchen floor, i returned tO

Laii$11.11

START -- DUSK - TWO SHOWS 1111ITELY!

cursed me and put her harm to
yelled
I
head again.
her

him do a thing like this?" She
swore for- a full minute. "I had
bettern 94,000 laid away. Didn't
know th,en what I was saving for,
but I knew after Joe cashed In.
Pie was gonna leave me all his
money, and what'd I get. A
thousand dollars!"
She sal up, cursing again as
pain racked her. Even after what
seemed
, I._went in, slamming the door, had happened tonight, she
in-el knelt bosoir her. She wfuT To hate- Parah.far more than she
Dillingham. She
Gene
alive, her pulse strong and regu- hated
lar. Blood Ititd trickled down her Jabhod a forefinger at me.
"You can buy respectability.
.-forehead and dried, making a
dprown stain above her left eye. That's what I vstus saving for.
Bit wain't a bullet wound: she'd Had the money right here in the
house, and Gene knew it. After
been knocked out by a blow.
I carried her to the couch.,,,She you killed Turner, he was bound
valley. Wanted
suns beginning to stir. When I to pull out of the

•

fheatte

WY. AFT CI

I graLbed Kathy *zy both .lattiitiers and islio_k Per ur.•,i she

range. Dillingham would be wild,
but he should be after me, not
4Cathy.
_ -When- I reached her house I
saw that the front door was open,
lamplight blurred by the whirling snow. I ran to thebpouse, and
when I mode the step tip to the
porch I saw Kathy lying in the
center of her front room.

vas!

a.

To Our New Location

a

57

;Girciid

SAVED BY A MARE

'iv you're too late to stop him' He'll kill her 'n' then ne'll KW
you. Think he'll forget she made
Not
clodbusters. You cleaned 'em off vim foreman 'stead of tom?
whistle, Gene. No, sir .. ."
Shook him. "Who are you talk- Box P range slicker'n a
any more.
I didn't wait to he
but you didn't know you'd turn
I
ing ,bout?"
across the s w-covered
"Dillingham and Kathy Mor- Dillingham into a wild Olen. You I ran
don't savvy anybody who gaits yard and swung inth the saddle
."
the wind still meeting
I1 west-but of the store on the and waits, do you? Me aruMsill- once more,
1
across the Caney, fat snowflakes
n. untied my horse, and swung Ingham were good waiters, (or
watt some pelting me as I put my tired
into the saddle. This wan the while. 1 wanted him to
up the road to the Box P.
finish. I don't know why 1 was more, but he wouldn't, ,Had to rob horse
Kathy Morgan's words were goPo sure. Just a feeling. maybe. me, and get out, but fillet him.
through my mind m an endBut it made sense. Dillingham I'll get ham if I chase him to the ing
less burning refrain: "Bees Re
and Turner had been working on end of the earth!"
aoorre too
"What was he after, Kathy?" mod to the Box P. arid
their scheme all summer. Now
. She could have
late to stop him '
Turner was dead and his friends I asked again.
instead
but
"Money. What else would make told me that at first,
had been cleaned off Box P
me there so

04••••••••••.4

•

WE HAVE NOW MOVED

•I'ATI

to, tr Tr": tre-t.
clutching
-as Es rittr, Kathy?"
"What.
She nett 0 :::r tyl:15 at book at
me, her rrsht ran.] stilt holding
her head. -Yuma ckeit know, do
you, Will! You really don't know.
That Dillingham. YOU can fight
soMething that's in the open.
can't you? Like Turner and his

A wet wash cloth In a Plastic
bag is a handy item to have in
the glove compartnient when
motoring with small children.

FRIDAY-mad' *
SATURDAY

50

Lost & Found

91

drink. She ant ho lin:g.enco;;h to
11 Lack.
get -It ,down, then f,

6:45 -

OPEN

edesites Pass On

WANTED to RENT

the

CPA 71"017, 33

11/ W COA/C012412
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NEVER CAN THERE BE a substitute for a monument, a lasting MODERN L'Nfurnished house by
+-- fl! ACA KHAN (shovel, spirtribute to your loved ones. See Aug. 1st. Phone, 2258:
JI9P
itual lewl'er of 10000,000 Isour display. Calloway Monument
maili Moslems and one of the
Company. West Main Street, near 1
-OFF AND RUNNING
world's richest men, is dead
college. Vester Orr, Owner. A5C
in Geneva. Switzerland, at 82.
SINGER Sewing Machine repreBe was father of My Khan,
IDA GROVE, Iowa
-Harplayboy prince once wed to
sentative in Murray. Fur sales. old Hughes, 35, Ida Grove, has
Rata Hayworth tInternational)
service and repeat, contact Mr. a running siert in his campaign
furs seat on the Iowa Commerce
Commission. Hughes filed nomination papers for--the Democratic
primary Monday. The election
isn't until next June.

bt

Division

Dept.

•

want to commit herself now beyond "generalities."

DRIVE-

NOTICE

- NNtzt-75-Pitz.Coca WAYNE D. OVERHOLSER

41

TIMES

Supply

experts

Wants -some". dis-

Russia ,still

annameta, but that under pressure from Mei army she does sot

A?A
NURIN

LOST: A. year old while,
lemon ;potted bird dog. Answers
to the name of "Buster." Owner's
name on fag and- has rabies vac'CHARLIE'S gonna bust loose at cine tag. Finder notify, Hayden
floUte- 1 or call
"The Bafhelor Party" Sunday Jackson. Aka°.
'.121C
-Monday id the-Murray Drive 908-it.
In Theatre. 1st'Run Murray'
•
J19C

7-I'rogioun
V--l'artt of eye
5-In uestlgate
19-Tat tered cloth
11-B. in debt
I5-Can'
-1)efeat
Strong winds
1--.441tarrele
22-Jury list
23-Rods' of water
24-Brooklyn
shortstop
^5-rteef animal
27-Tot t•r
,
ne--91
11rkeel
31-Fpflower of
717.41
92-S1001,1er finial
34-Fright
Its--Perfeet
97-irrament
3e-rdmi. fielt
name
-.41-'0V ns a rat
42-Prink slowly
41-V5mt &KO
44-Orsid
47-Note of scale

•

Phone 433

Khrushchev, is considered by
those who haSse been in personal
contact with him as "essentially
a man of peace,'
But as chief of the Red Army,
the victor of Berlin is known to
put Russia's continued military
strength 'ahead of every other
consideration.
The "strength" theme has sivnificantly begun again to 'dominate all major Moscow policy_
pronouncements since the recent
Kremlin shuffl
Soviet affairs

•

change which coincided with the
Kremlyn -shift in -Moscow.
It has not become steer Yet
Whether Moscow -is merely playing for time until it has completed the regrouping of its
ranks, or whether it has changed
its mind on disarmament agree-.
merits' altogether.
'Soviet affairs experts believe

Murray, Ky.

PIANOS. New and used. Large
stock. Seiourn Whit e, 403
estnut St., Murray, Ky.
JulY29P
-

track
3-ioaidess of
healing
3-14and of the
free
4-4-The ones here
5.-Sharpen

09

•

LOOK! 10 Aluminum storm windows, one door, $199 installed.
We also have the triple track
window. Home Comfort Co., 18th
A5C
at Main...Phone 1303.

I-Onee around

'3

LUMBER ON

Shift to Grace's Composite
Bookkeeping System.
Its simple to keep, its accurate,
and you can tell at a glance
exactly hots; you_atenci on any
one day!
More important, you can tell
how you stand when tax time
comes'. Sample set up sheets
as your guide. All this and
more for only $4.75 a year!

WANTED

DOWN

2
9 .

:e

Doctors,
Motel,,
Lawyers,
Garages,
Beauty
Druggists,
Shops, Gas Stations, Grocery
Stores, Contractors,. and other
general Businesses.

FRIGIDAIRE Refrigerator a n d
Maytag washing machine, practically, new. Phone 259-W1 or
see Norval Short, Murray Rt. 2.
J19C

Answer NI Yesterday's Pursie

31-Cunfederate
general
113-Synibyl for
telluriim
$3-Roof edges
34-Join by
heating
.86-Mule
37-Jewish festival
,
38-Antlered
animal
29-Edible fish
40-kohammedan
noble
42-More
repentant
45-Ocean
16-Rordan official
43-Plaything
49-Shoemaker's
tool
60-Provided
nareot les
f rolloq.
Si-Compass point

4-Sunje,t of
l
.
discourse
11-in favor of
12-Goal
13-Sweet
u botitnce
14-1•IWOOkad
1:,-Snam
17-Encomium

41X - World's
mute Control
nixation

14•PRVRIIROIRRO

- Sc per word for three days. Clasidflod ado aro payable hi advinew

FOR SALE

CROSSWORD PUZZLE,

Phone

The. swileh has become increasingly apparent in the attitude at the five power disarmament subcommittee M London of
chief Soviet repreftentatiYe Valerian Zorin, conference participants said.
Since ..the MosFow coup, Zorin
- until then patient,
coperativnd
underanxious to display
•
standing -/has changed h i s
By K. C. THALER
tactics.
United Press Staff Correspondent
A note csi -eImpatience and stiffLONDON ell ---The Red Army's ness has c pt' into his speeches.
fast riing influence over Rus- Moreover, they were said lately
sia's ro-w leadership appears to to have reflected abst nee of
be largely responsible for the
readiness at -the moment to ndike
stiffening of Moscow's disarma- concessions to the West.
ment p,licies, diplomatic sources
11412 rnakltot-,beqtliaFailaft -last
said recently.
word, but participants in the
Marshal George Zhakott, the
marked
'elks hEse noted
-of
powerful-- -backer

'Can We Seen
EM

rde par OMNI

all.

rmed
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Farm News And Other Items Of Interest To Our Readers In The Rural Areas And Communities Of Calloway County. _
-e
a

,

Jamboree Newsletter

Commercial Vegetable Production Is- Pushed Payment Rate Water Drawn From Ponds Good'Aiken...
Set For Wool For Washing And Bathing
As Kentucky Leaves One-Crop State Status
the',"
Program

Mt

ot.M.1

(Continued from Page One)
evhom the present shall come.,
tinne
.,d from Page One/ • greetings. Know ye that
tanti
;
en
Arthur A. Schuck. New BrunsThe'Senate moved into its 11th wick, N. J. is commissioned a
honi
?fee,. „„--a--e,-rejapesestitai. (kriewaa-- tog., >must
By
81151iti.jhr:
f -Nerbo-01- is ken) in a ghee.I day of debati on the mealure Kentucky Contain. 1 Ay/relay.
action not in sight'.
fer' this honor with all the rights.ter.
- Ai a one-crop state -.tobacco - g
Soil Coneervation Service
stand of grass. No iniidd
water with final
..zimpousine
,s___
pejeileges
this year takes another step_
t9uns be Itheseeetleinde. - , Mr. Robert Mitchell, Burns,
ToWeed __diversdrcation.
Cloakroom huddles failed to thereuntO. appertaining. Done at
Ilmelkeld
amillr.
Mitchell
Mr.
-ineestive----pikvsnent----rates
,--has--installed a pump
the
stering nroduce a c'llorkirpmise l'hurstav Frankforte* - Kys less'
shorn wool under the 1956 pro- that --draws water from a farm water their cattle in
'Vegetables are the key in the
although Knowland announced, July in the year of our Lord
the
nond
trough
installed
below
gram
will
amount
to
40
aer
sent pond. The - water is used in the
move_ _Irt 1957. .the Kentucky
be- One Thousand nine hundred fifty
would
concesions
further
cattle
drink
cool,
clean
fill.
The
beit
of
the
dollar
returns
each pro- bath room and in wishing clothes.
Agricurfurel Extension Service
made on the injunction provisc seven and the one hundred 60th
T
Mis
ducer received for his wool ac- Says Mr. Mitchell. as he turned Water,
notes. about 10.000 acres of com-the
bill's controversial Part III. year of the Commonwealth. Sign",
The
use
of
water
from
'farm
Mel
carding
to Mr. Roy C. Gray. the faucet, "see how clean and
mercial vegetables will be grown:
would empower the at- ed by the acting governor, Hart?"'
This
possibilities
ponds
have
great
s-er
Chairman. Kentucky State Agri- clear this water is. It really is
Tree is more than double the
general to seek injunctions Lee Waterfield.
torney
many
places.
where,
There
are
1
cultural Stabilization and Con- soft water. It takes very little
acreage of refew years age..
It is impossible to get a well. or other civil court action against
Let
4
servation Committee.
soap to get the clothes clean."
Several factors contribute First
A farm pond may be the unly•- conspiracies to deprive persons
FIR:0 a.0 EASIEST
ton •
Mr.
Mitchell has instal,led a olentiful and cheap source of of any and all rights under the
In Kentucky's favorite climate;
This- means that for every
Bot
second, many of her soils are
9100 reeeived by ,,the producer home made filter that takes out water available fir many families. Constitution and the law. A
CEN'reAL CITY, Iowa el well suited to items such as
from the sale of shorn wool. a' lob' of 'imputiVes. However;
You can obtain commercial federal7 judge could .hold a viola- Mrs. Stella Sawyer, who celeCo
muskmelons, long associated with
a payment of $40 will be male the., water is not pure enough to tillers and chemical water treat- tor .of veil an injunction tel brated her 50th wedding annieat
farthet-south-areas; third. Mere
methedeif navment calcula- drink or to be used for cooking ers that will purify water so contempt and fine and jail 'hint vereary last April,. filed for' dila a reasonably golod riaber martion_ results .in the grower who purposes. Mr. Mitchell obtains
can use lt-for drinking without a jUry trial.
veree on- grounds her husband, Ro
set; fourth; big-city markets are
Supporters of the bill already eykle, made her '."nervous an4k
receives the higher mite farad's his drinking and cooking water and cooking pin-poses.. However,
Hs
from a cistern.
arressible; and fifth, the one-1
Sai41!"-wool being eligible ,for
some cases, they may-Am-toe have offered an anuultdment
'Hs
crop economy' has proved itself
incentive P's`tyment Ulan the grow-- -Mr. Mitchell has been unable high in price for the, average meet one main objection of yer- said 'her :unbend struck her,
.-*rY
suneconomical.
southern foes. This would bar threatened to take her life - and.,
er who gets a lower price for to obtain a satisfacory source farmer to purchase.
-a
S. C. Bohanan, leader of the
the same quality- and quantity of water from a Weil. }le needed
The felloseing farmer,- .com- presidential use Zit troops under used profane language.
•
ar
some dependable, a n d cheap,
state's county agents, says this
pleted waterways last week: Mr. a holdover Reconstruction Era
• source of water for the
: of wool.
PRODUCTION AREAS .
7.,The Kentucky Agricultural Exten
. St..
bath M. L. Robinson, Hampton. Ken- law to enforce injunctions aimed
year development - -Work is well
Mr.
Gray
also
explained that room and for washing
ctiiive secreeRoy Wilkins, e.x
sten Service's vegetable specialists are pushing productielli of
clothes. tucky, 3 9 aeres; Mr. Robert at school, integration and -ether
underway. "Ctincentration" areas
the payment rate on sales of Mr. Mitchell
Association
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Attention Farmers

•

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES

man

Modern Laundry Area Is Great, But
Essential Equipment Works Anywhere

1

ATTENTION FARMERS
WE WILL PAY

per bu.

•

' $1.30

FOR YELLOW CORN —3 DAYS ONLY
Mon., Tues., Wed. - July 22, 23, 24

Times — Net Mother Ckagis

She Just Doesn't Work as Hard in Kitchen

Shoatg. Boats - Oats

By IRA MILLER
Farm Electretcotion Bureau
Taking mother out of the kitchen
was something that used te make
-Strong men pale a few years ago.
This was true particularly of farm
wives whose big hungry fsmilies
never could seem to associate an
empty kitchen with a goc.c1 hearty

Prelection of watercraft, growing
crops, livestock and farming equipment are only a few of the many
different kinds of ,property insurance we Insure. Call us for details •
f
▪ th•-•ik
15% Discount' on Farmers Autonnoboe insurance. Class AtlY
rates for $5.000 and 610.000 8.1. and. 55.000 P.D. only S'0 75
six months. 40% discount on second car or pick-up ,,only S6.05
six months.

French fry, grill and roast foods to
suit the appetites of each member of
this farm wife's growing fam.'Y
cooks whole meals without super7Islon-and then rings a chime to announce dinner. The work of foasting has been reduced to preparing the meat, putt;ng
it in the oven and setting the cm.
trots. Special meat thermometers, inserted in Um roast and plugged into

'

GALLOWAY
INSURANCE and

REAL ESTATE AGVICY

nOftiel .1AltY
nTI WEIR
V, 1•St
JAY

SAFETY MAKES SENSE

NOW AVAILABLE

Crop - Automobile Fire - Theft - Inland
Marine - Polio - Hospitalization and Anima'
Insurance
Call Us For

Details

. PHONE 321

-

Wilson Insurance Ag y

Farris Popcorn Co.
(Located in Farris Loose Leaf Floor)
MURRAY, KY.

MAPLE ST.

it's not always possible to have your laundry where you want it in
older farm homes unless you're planning an extensive modernization program. Until that big day comes most farm families jut "make do" .with
the space available, crowding into it the equipment they need while waiting for dreams to materia;ize. Pictures above and below are typical of
C.
many such situations.
Poor idea' Not at all, we think it's way many tarn, families are approbgood. There'll come a time when proaching their housekeeping
lems. Buy the automatic laundry
this farm wife will move her electric equipment they need when they can
water heater, automatic washer and and install rt where space permits.
dryer upstairs where it will be next
In this case the farm laundry Is in
to or I part of her big kitchen. a bisement room. An electric water
That's the plan and money is being heater was selected because it can
set aside regularly for that purpose. be Installed anyerhere nearest the
Until the builders arrive, how- point of greatest hot water use and
ever, there's the present to think does not require a flue. Better lightabout. Modernization, in this case, Is ing is on the way,and mom, dad and
for the future. But the equipment the kids are happy while waiting for
necessary to help her be a full-time that first-floor dream laundry to
partner with her farmer-husband make its appearance in the days
could be had today. And that's the ahead.

ARMERS -HOME Owners
LET US

'SPRAY

e

GLINDEL REAVES

Phone 1114-*
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• EXCELLENT WORK
• COMPLETE JOB

In White, Khaki, Green, Blue
ALL POPULAR SIZES

"to

ter,

YOUR HOME,BARk or
BUSINESS HOUSE

Metal Roofs Sprayed With Asphalt Base
Aluminum Paint
THIS WORK GUARANTEED
SURPLUS WOJAK CLOTHES
,For'Fareners, Fishermen, Welders, Body Men

FARM WIFE DISCOVERS-it's fun to rook the modern way
But times change, and so do cook- !the oven wall, "watch" it cook anu
trig equipment and methods. Fortu- "deliver" it to you as ordered —rare.
nately.we're going forward. and that medium or well done.
means an end to stoking, poking and
Other convenience features availhours of watching and stirring to able on electric ranges Include roproduce a meal Worth eating.'Coal tisserie attachments, two-sided grills
and wood burning stoves are being for turning steaks'and chop, under
replaced by more automatic ranges the broiler, plug-in griddles,• broilTake the range *hewn with this er rack adjustable by fnechaniesi
midwest on -the-farm report. Its means, and smell appliance outlets.
-fuel" comes down the high line and
Mother ian't needed in the kitchen
up the lane to a gaily decorated as much as she used to be But we
kitchen. Like many (Aber electric !usuect she's there anyway, along
ranges, the cocking time and temper- v.:.t.h..the rest of the family, just
ature are controlled. It can be used watching and trying to recall the
for surface cocking, as well as to time before authmation took over
bake, broil, barbecue, boil, stew, many of her cooking chores.
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